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Munters Oasis Data Center Indirect Evaporative Cooling
TM

Munters Oasis™ indirect airside
economizer units are designed
to provide reliable, cost
eﬀective, and highly energy
eﬃcient cooling for enterprise,
digital, telecom, and colocation
data center customers.
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Dry Heat Exchange operation during
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Welcome
EARLIER THIS MONTH, I attended a play put on by
a theater group who had embraced the theme
“Let’s Talk” for their production season. As the
drama unfolded before me, I was struck by the
universality of the idea that communication is
pivotal to progress and the enemy of failure. With
that in mind, I welcome our presenters, attendees
and exhibitors to the 2017 Critical Facilities Summit.
Over the next three days, I hope you’ll all take
advantage of the myriad opportunities to connect
with your peers in an effort to find common ground,
commiserate, brainstorm, discover and debate. In
other words: Let’s talk.
The critical facilities community faces a rate of
change like no other, operating at a pace that
makes communication challenging if not difficult.
There’s a distinct need for mission critical FMs to be
heard in decisions being made by senior leadership
on a range of issues including the move to cloud,
physical security, power and space requirements
and last but not least, the intersection with IT.
That’s why, like my local community theater, the
emphasis of this year’s Summit is communication,
and how to make it a constant throughout a
mission critical facility organization. We want to hear
you—and hope that you’ll make your ideas known
throughout the week.
The conversation begins Monday afternoon at
1:00 with workshops devoted to Commissioning and
DCIM—two topics definitely worthy of discussion in
the critical facilities world. From there, you’re invited
to explore the future of our industry in the Opening
Session: “Cloud vs. Colo vs. Enterprise: Where is our
Industry Headed?” at 2:45 in Meeting Room G. Our
panel tackles the increasingly thorny issue of the
shift toward cloud and colo and the consequences
for enterprise data centers—and the people who
manage them.
The session wraps at 4:00 p.m., but that doesn’t
mean the conversation has to. Join us in the CFS Expo
for our Opening Night Networking Reception where
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you can enjoy food, drink and lively exchanges with
your colleagues from 4:00 – 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday and Wednesday offer even more
chances to connect via more than 30 conference
sessions, tours of Target Field and Hennepin County
Medical Center, and daily access to the CFS Expo.
Throughout each day, we’ll provide additional time
for attendee networking, and our presenters and
exhibitors are eager to interact as well. That’s why
we’re debuting Critical Roundtables in this year’s
Expo: 30-minute tabletop
discussions of key trends and
issues in the critical facilities
community today. You can
learn more on page 9 of your
directory.
On our final day of the
Summit, we convene with a
General Session at 8:45 a.m.
titled “Can We Talk? What
the FM Team Needs to Know
About IT—and Vice Versa.”
I’m eager to hear what’s sure to be an energetic
exchange among our panelists, all of whom can
speak directly to the need for synchrony between
these key entities, and share best practices in
laying the groundwork for a more open, productive
approach to communication.
So as you begin your week here at the Critical
Facilities Summit, raise your hand. Approach the
podium. Visit as many booths as you can. Share
your lunch table. Above all, let’s talk.
Have a great Summit!

Wendy Dietzler
Vice President, Education & Conferencing
Wendy.dietzler@tradepress.com

10/2/17 11:36 AM
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Thanks
SPONSORS AND PARTNERS

Thanks

to our 2017 Sponsors & Partners

PLATINUM

BADGE HOLDERS | Booth #701
www.ascopower.com

ASCO Power Technologies is the world leader in transfer switches, paralleling switchgear, load banks,
surge suppressors and controls for critical power applications. ASCO innovations improve reliability for
mission-critical operations like healthcare facilities and financial centers. Advanced diagnostics, power
monitoring and remote controls provides system status, reports and analysis. Rely on ASCO engineering
expertise, customer support and 24/7 service for prime, emergency and standby power systems.

GOLD

VIP INVITATION BOX | Booth #518
www.munters.com

Munters Business Area Data Centers is a world leader in energy efficient cooling technologies for data centers
and critical facilities. Our innovative solutions help you achieve the perfect climate from small scale modular
through to hyperscale facilities and our dedicated teams have the ability to configure, manufacture, support
and deliver data center cooling projects across the globe.

AUDIO VISUAL
www.russelectric.com
Russelectric is an independent, international company that custom designs, builds and services power
control systems and equipment to meet the stringent performance and reliability requirements of computer,
communications, health care, and other critical facilities.

SILVER

PARTNERS

DAILY CASH DRAWING

AISLE BANNER

www.servertech.com

www.systemsensor.com

Server Technology’s experts produce the highest
quality rackmount power distribution and
monitoring solutions that help manage power
capacity, reduce downtime and improve energy
efficiency. Our extensive selection of PDUs is 100%
performance tested for reliability and accuracy and
is adaptable, enabling quick delivery of solutions
that meet customer-specific requirements.

System Sensor is the world leader in fire detection
and notification technologies, specializing in smoke
detection, CO detection, AV notification and sprinkler
system monitoring. Our FAAST Fire Alarm Aspiration
Sensing Technology® provides highly accurate, very
early warning of fires to protect your mission—critical
assets and data from even the faintest traces of
smoke. Visit www.systemsensor.com to learn more.

AFCOM GREATER MINNESOTA

MISSION CRITICAL MAGAZINE

www.afcom.com

www.missioncriticalmagazine.com

Booth #500

Booth #316

AFCOM is a national association for data center and
IT professionals delivering comprehensive education
and peer-to-peer networking to its members around
the world. The Greater Minnesota Chapter is a local
membership organization for AFCOM members.
The Chapter welcomes members looking for a peer
group to share ideas, to learn about the future
of our industry, and to network. Join Today!

002_CFS_2017 Sponsor+Partners.indd 2

Booth #908

Booth #617

Mission Critical serves data center and missioncritical facility professionals by providing
practical solutions to all manner of issues. This
includes solutions for: data center design, data
center standards, infrastructure, data reliability,
rising energy costs, increasing heat loads,
emergency backup, security, cable management,
virtualization, and disaster recovery.

9/28/17 1:45 PM

Plug into the Power
of Raceway.
Starline Plug-In Raceway gives you the power
to meet the ever-changing needs of your facility
E\DOORZLQJ\RXWRHDVLO\H[SDQGUHFRQÞJXUHRU
relocate power. The pre-assembled plug-in modules
simply snap into place along the backplane of
the raceway wherever a connection to power
is required. With easy installation and reduced
future maintenance costs, Plug-In Raceway is the
perfect power solution for data center, healthcare,
education, industrial and retail facilities—or any
building that requires power.
To learn more, visit starlinepower.com/raceway.

Come see us at booth 712

003_CFS_2017 StarLine.indd 3
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Schedule
SUMMIT SCHEDULE

Summit Schedule
MONDAY, OCTOBER 23

8:00 A.M.
DATA CENTER ENERGY PRACTITIONER (DCEP)
TRAINING, ROOM 101C

3:30 P.M.
HENNEPIN COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER TOUR,
MAIN ENTRANCE, CONVENTION CENTER

ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL TOUR, MAIN ENTRANCE,
CONVENTION CENTER

A

T4A

B

T4B

C
H
J

T4C
T4H
T4J

1:00 P.M.
WORKSHOPS
WKA Champion the Complexities of a Successful DCIM Implementation
WKC Commissioning Agents Logbook: Legend of the Fail

2:45 P.M.
OPENING SESSION
G

OS

Cloud vs. Colo vs. Enterprise: Where
is our Industry Headed?

4:00 P.M.
EXPO HALL OPEN/NETWORKING PARTY

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24
7:30 A.M.
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
8:30 A.M.
A
B
C
J

T1A
T1B
T1C
T1J

10:00 A.M.
A
B
C

T2A
T2B
T2C

H

T2H

J

T2J

The New UL Data Center Certification and Standard 3223
Medical and Life Safety Systems
New Thinking in Airflow Management
Cooling Power Cuts Energy Use at NREL
Does a Move to Colo Mean It’s Over for FMs?
Understanding the New CMS Emergency Preparedness Rule
Managing Data Centers at World Class
Levels on a Beer Budget
Data Center’s Future is Here: 3 Models
You Need to Know About
Advanced Microgrids and Tri-Gen Success at OATI

11:00 A.M. – 2:00 P.M.
EXPO OPEN
Lunch served at 11:00 a.m.
Daily cash drawing at 1:45 p.m.
sponsored by

2:00 P.M.
TARGET FIELD TOUR, MAIN ENTRANCE,
CONVENTION CENTER
2:15 P.M.
A
B

T3A
T3B

C
H
J

T3C
T3H
T3J

Electrical Power Terms/Rack PDU
Planning for IT Equipment
Sustainable & Resilient Healthcare
Infrastructure: Valuing our Assets
From Design to IT to FM: Creating a Smarter Data Center
Tier Wars: The Battle for Data Center Standards
Backup Power Solutions for Cavern’s
Colocation Data Centers

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25
7:30 A.M.
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
8:30 A.M.
G

GS

10:00 A.M.
A

W1A

B

W1B

C
H
J

W1C
W1H
W1J

Can We Talk? What FM Team Should
Know About IT (and Vice Versa)
NFPA 70B and the Importance of
Electrical Predictive Maintenance
Optimizing Data Center Energy Use: Leveraging
the Intersection of IT and Cooling Systems
How to get DCIM right the First...or Second Time Around
The New Data Center Provider-Municipality Relationship
Modular Backup Power Systems at DataBank’s Data Centers

11:00 A.M. – 2:00 P.M.
EXPO OPEN
Lunch served at 11:00 a.m.
Daily cash drawing at 1:45 p.m.
sponsored by

2:15 P.M.
A
B
H
J

W2A
W2B
W2H
W2J

3:30 P.M.
B

W3B

C
J

W3C
W3J

Grounding Systems Design and Testing for Critical Facilities
Capacity Planning: The IT-FM Connection
Effective Training for Critical Facilities Teams
Look — No Water! A Refrigerant
Alternative for Data Centers
Cyber Security for Facility Automation and Monitoring
Systems: Start Anywhere, Go Everywhere
Existing Building Commissioning in Critical Environments
The Budget-Friendly, Tier III, LEED Gold
Data Center (Yes, It Can Be Done!)

Hybrid IT: A Strategy, Not a Governance Model
A New Healing Environment: Hennepin County
Med Center’s LEED Silver Building
Some like it Hot: Live-Site Testing & Commissioning
College Data Centers: Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde?
Modular Enclosure a Winning Recipe at Blue Apron

004_CFS_2017 SummitSchedule.indd 4
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800-808-1860
WireCrafters.com

Strong & Secure Server Cages
Clean Installation
No cutting or
grinding is
required, so no
worry about
GHEULVLQȴOWUDWLQJ
WKHDLURUFRROLQJ
systems.

Modular System
Easy to
UHFRQȴJXUHFDJHV
DOORZIRU
side-by-side
VWRUDJHRIVHUYHU
racks.

Open & Secure
Secure design
DOORZVIUHH
FLUFXODWLRQRIDLU
FRROLQJV\VWHPV
OLJKW ȴUH
suppression
systems.

Stop By & Visit Us at Booth #501
005_CFS_2017_lr WoreCrafters.indd 5
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SESSIONS BY TRACK

Sessions by track
CLOUD AND COLO TRENDS

OPTIMIZING UPTIME

With more organizations considering shifting data
center load to a colocation facility or to the cloud,
construction of new enterprise data
centers is way down, while colo and cloud
providers are busy adding white space.
Understand what it means when an
organization decides to go colo or cloud—
and how facility managers responsible for inhouse
data center space still have important roles to play.

Sessions in this track are geared toward ensuring the
ongoing operation of mission critical facilities. Join
discussions focused on resilience, business
continuity, staff training, airflow, testing
and modeling, and gain insights into
DCIM planning for a variety of scenarios.

OS

Cloud vs. Colo vs. Enterprise:
Where is our Industry Headed?

T1C

New Thinking in Airflow Management

T2C

Managing Data Centers at World
Class Levels on a Beer Budget

T3C

Some like it Hot: Live-Site Testing & Commissioning

T1A

The New UL Data Center Certification
and Standard 3223

W1A

NFPA 70B and the Importance of
Electrical Predictive Maintenance

T2A

Does a Move to Colo Mean It’s Over for FMs?

W1C

T2H

Data Center’s Future is Here: 3 Models
You Need to Know About

How to get DCIM right the First...
or Second Time Around

W2A

Grounding Systems Design and
Testing for Critical Facilities

W2H

Effective Training for Critical Facilities Teams

W3C

Existing Building Commissioning
in Critical Environments

T4H

Tier Wars: The Battle for Data Center Standards

W1H

The New Data Center ProviderMunicipality Relationship

MEDICAL, LABS AND
LIFE SAFETY
Hospitals and labs face unique obstacles when it
comes to code compliance, energy efficiency and
end-user satisfaction. Our assortment
of healthcare sessions address ways
to balance myriad demands when it
comes to the design and operation of
high-performance, energy-efficient
facilities in the medical/life safety market.

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT
In-depth, incisive profiles of mission critical facility
projects and programs that highlight forward-thinking
applications in data centers, hospitals,
universities and labs. Spotlights often
provide a unique, end-user perspective on
how key mission critical challenges are met
using innovative strategies and technologies.
T1J

Cooling Power Cuts Energy Use at NREL

T2J

Advanced Microgrids and Tri-Gen Success at OATI

T1B

Medical and Life Safety Systems

T3J

Modular Enclosure a Winning Recipe at Blue Apron

T2B

Understanding the New CMS
Emergency Preparedness Rule

T4J

Backup Power Solutions for Cavern’s
Colocation Data Centers

T3B

A New Healing Environment: Hennepin
County Med Center’s LEED Silver Building

W1J

Modular Backup Power Systems at
DataBank’s Data Centers

T4B

Sustainable & Resilient Healthcare
Infrastructure: Valuing our Assets

W2J

Look — No Water! A Refrigerant
Alternative for Data Centers

W3J

The Budget-Friendly, Tier III, LEED Gold
Data Center (Yes, It Can Be Done!)

HCMCTOU Hennepin County Med Center Tour
ASCOTOU St. Cloud Hospital Tour

006,7_CFS_2017 SessionsByTrack.indd 6
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SESSIONS BY TRACK

THE FM-IT LINK
Every critical facility failure headline proves the
importance of teamwork between the FM and IT staff
to collaborate early and often to ensure a
completely networked, fully operational data
center. This track encourages discussion
among departments to address this new
design and planning environment, to better
understand what the IT community needs from FMs,
and explore what the facilities unit needs to know
about how to work in a new, integrated community.

7

W1B

Optimizing Data Center Energy Use: Leveraging
the Intersection of IT and Cooling Systems

W2B

Capacity Planning: The IT-FM Connection

W3B

Cyber Security for Facility Automation and Monitoring
Systems: Start Anywhere, Go Everywhere

HIGHER ED
College campuses are test beds for new theories and
philosophies; they can also be laboratories for highdensity, supercomputing data center design
and operation, requiring a unique approach
to funding, management and staffing. This
track offers insight into current strategies
in a variety of academic college settings.

T3A

Hybrid IT: A Strategy, Not a Governance Model

T4A

Electrical Power Terms/Rack PDU
Planning for IT Equipment

T4C

From Design to IT to FM: Creating
a Smarter Data Center

T2C

Managing Data Centers at World
Class Levels on a Beer Budget

GS

Can We Talk? What FM Team Should
Know About IT (and Vice Versa)

T3H

College Data Centers: Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde?

▲ Critical Facilities Summit Booth 500
006,7_CFS_2017 SessionsByTrack.indd 7
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CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

Conference Highlights
MONDAY, OCTOBER 23

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24

8:00 a.m.
DATA CENTER ENERGY PRACTITIONER (DCEP)
TRAINING

8:00 a.m.
DCEP CERTIFICATION EXAM

8:00 a.m.
ST. CLOUD HOSPITAL TOUR
1:00 p.m.
WORKSHOPS
A
C

Champion the Complexities of a Successful
DCIM Implementation
Commissioning Agents Logbook: Legends of the Fail

2:45 p.m.
OPENING SESSION

G
Cloud vs. Colo vs. Enterprise: Where Is Our Industry Headed?
The data center FM role is undergoing significant changes, thanks to
a proliferation of colocation and cloud services. These entities offer an
attractive option for organizations looking for speed and flexibility—while
seeking to avoid time and investment resources that accompany adding
capacity. So what does that mean for an FM seeing a reduction in data
center workload? Is a wholesale shift to the cloud inevitable? How do
these trends affect a mission critical FM career trajectory? Our opening
panel discussion takes a hard look at the intersection of FM, cloud and
colo, and what it means for facility managers now and in the future.
Gain firsthand perspective of how these market shifts can bring not only
challenges but some surprising opportunities including potential new
revenue streams and a seat at the executive table in an advisory role.
Jay Harris, Clemson University
Doreene Lorenzen, Hennepin County
Bruce Thorpe, NVIDIA Corporation
Edward Sullivan, Building Operating Management Magazine

2:00 p.m.
TARGET FIELD TOUR
3:30 p.m.
HENNEPIN COUNTY MED CENTER TOUR

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25
8:30 a.m.
GENERAL SESSION
G

Can We Talk? What FM Teams Should
Know About IT (and Vice Versa)

Conflict continues to persist between IT and FM departments, and it
goes both ways: IT teams don’t loop FM teams into their plans, and
FM doesn’t include IT in theirs. This panel features representatives
from both departments in a discussion about what each side should
know about the other, and how they can better collaborate on
everything from new equipment installations, changes in capacity,
the transition to cloud or colo, equipment maintenance, scheduled
(and unscheduled) downtime, and energy efficiency initiatives.
Jeff Gilmer, Excipio Consulting
Steven Hawley, Medical College of Wisconsin
Steve Smith, Arvest Bank Operations
Edward Sullivan, Building Operating Management Magazine

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
7:30 – 8:30 a.m.
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST, COFFEE & CONVERSATION
Start your day off right with a light breakfast, fresh java
and stimulating conversation with your peers.

008_CFS_2017 ConferenceHighlights.indd 8
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Expo Highlig
EXPO HIGHLIGHTS

Expo Highlights

CRITICAL ROUNDTABLES —

MONDAY, OCTOBER 23

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24

4:00 – 6:00 P.M.
EXPO HALL OPENING &
NETWORKING RECEPTION

11:15 A.M. DETERMINING
APPROPRIATE GENERATOR AND
LOAD BANK DOCKING STATIONS

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
11:00 A.M. – 2:00 P.M.
EXPO HALL OPEN
11:00 A.M.
NETWORKING LUNCH
IN THE EXPO HALL
1:45 P.M.
DAILY CASH DRAWING
MAIN STAGE - BOOTH #306
This is your chance to put an
extra $500 in your back pocket!
Complete the entry ballot found in
your attendee tote bag and have
it validated at Server Technology’s
booth, #500. You must be present
at the grand prize stage to win.
Please see the ballot for all rules and
regulations. Best of luck!
Sponsored by:

We will discuss the new NEC Electrical
Code, speciﬁcally article 700 which
focuses on emergency system
power. We will also explore how to
determine appropriate generator
and load bank docking stations for
critical vs. administrative operations
and for backing up existing standby
generators.

BOOTH#801

12:45 P.M. BREAKING THE CRAC
ADDICTION WITH AIRFLOW
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
Stop the CRAC addiction! Let’s
discuss how Airﬂow Management
can reduce OpEx and improve the
efﬁciency of your existing cooling
infrastructure. Do you know the
Key Performance Indicators that
determine where your efﬁciency
opportunities are?

1:15 P.M. THE FUTURE OF
IN-BUILDING WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY FOR CRITICAL FACILITIES
11:45 A.M. INTERACTIVE
DASHBOARDS TO MANAGE
FACILITIES INFORMATION
Can you access your mission
critical facility’s information within
10 seconds? Are you prepared for
the next ﬁre, ﬂood, gas leak, power
outage, or natural disaster? Learn
how organizing your critical facilities
documents into a cloud based
solution will boost efﬁciency, team
productivity, and communication.

Before the mobile revolution, it would
have seemed like futuristic overkill
to think that every employee within
a data center, enterprise, utility or
substation would have a laptop,
phone or tablet, each requiring
unfailing internet access. Now, the
idea of working without connectivity
to email, applications and software
programs is unfathomable, especially
for employees in critical facilities.
These new realities mean companies
require constant connectivity to
effectively manage employees,
infrastructure and assets within a
critical facility.

12:15 P.M. WHERE IS FM HEADED?
Review the ﬁndings of a new NFMT
FM market survey that identiﬁes
the knowledge, skills and abilities
expected of today’s FM professionals.
Join industry leaders to discuss the
knowledge gaps that are emerging
in organizations as the responsibilities
of facility professionals expand while
our most experienced FMs exit the
workforce. How do we identify our
gaps and enhance the skills and
competencies of FMs fast enough to
avoid a critical lapse in leadership?

009_CFS_2017 ExpoHighlights.indd 9

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25
12:15 P.M. WHERE IS FM HEADED?
Review the ﬁndings of a new NFMT
FM market survey that identiﬁes
the knowledge, skills and abilities
expected of today’s FM professionals.
Join industry leaders to discuss the
knowledge gaps that are emerging
in organizations as the responsibilities
of facility professionals expand while
our most experienced FMs exit the
workforce. How do we identify our
gaps and enhance the skills and
competencies of FMs fast enough to
avoid a critical lapse in leadership?
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CEUs
CONTINUING EDUCATION

Continuing Education
CONTINUING EDUCATION
Trade Press Media (Critical Facilities Summit) has been accredited as an
Authorized Provider by the International
Association for Continuing Education
and Training (IACET), 1760 Old
Meadow Road, Suite 500, McLean, VA
22102; (703) 506-3275.
Critical Facilities Summit is authorized
by IACET to offer 0.2 CEUs for each
workshop, 0.15 CEU for each 90-minute conference session, and 0.1 CEU
for each 60-minute conference session.

PREREQUISITES:
There are no prerequisites for this program. Anyone may register and attend.

SATISFACTORY
REQUIREMENTS FOR CEUS:
(The following requirements are mandatory to receive the IACET CEUs
offered)
•
You must be scanned into the session.
•
You must be present for over 90% of the conference session.
•
You must successfully answer at least 70% of the learning outcome
assessment questions which will be administered electronically at the
conclusion of the conference.

STATEMENT OF
NONDISCRIMINATION:
Trade Press Media Group is committed to providing an educational
opportunity for all persons and admits students or any race, color, gender,
sexual preference, age, non-disqualifying handicap, religion or creed, or
national or ethnic origin.

PRIVACY POLICY:
Trade Press Media Group, Inc. is dedicated to protecting the privacy of all
educational program participants. Unless otherwise stated, we only use
the information provided to process and track participant’s educational
programs, provide appropriate support, and maintain learning records. We
have safeguards in place to protect the privacy of this information.

TRANSCRIPT:
Attendees receive an email CEU transcript after successfully completing the
assessment. This transcript can be used to self-report to any organization,
and it is up to the organization to accept or not.
Questions? Please see Wendy Dietzler, Vice President of Education in the
CFS Speaker Ready Room (Room D) or email her at wendy.dietzler@
tradepress.com

WHEN POWER FAILURE IS
NOT AN OPTION.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

States Manufacturing Corporation is a UL Listed production facility with a team
of engineers who can help design, manufacture and implement custom control,
SURWHFWLYHUHOD\LQJDQGHTXLSPHQWUHWURĆWVWRPRGHUQL]HH[LVWLQJIDFLOLWLHV

• Generator Paralleling Switchgear
• Design/Build/Engineering
ï&RQWUROV 6ZLWFKJHDU5HWURĆWV
• Power Distribution

(763) 588-0536 | StatesMFG.com For More Information!
Stop by our booth (#606) to register for a door prize!
Critical Facilities Summit Booth 606
010_CFS_2017 CEUs.indd 10
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Sessions
Sessions

Monday October 23

8:00 AM
ASCOTOU

St. Cloud Hospital Tour

Douglas Head
National Sales Mgr-Data Center
ASCO Power Technologies

Don Blackman
Executive Director, Mission Critical Data Centers
ASCO Power Technologies
MEDICAL, LABS AND LIFE SAFETY
MAIN ENTRANCE, CONVENTION CENTER
St. Cloud Hospital has been named a 100 Top Hospital by Truven Health
Analytics more than any other hospital in Minnesota. With a history that
reaches back over 130 years, the regional medical center has evolved to
meet the needs of the more than two dozen counties that it serves, and its
facilities have kept pace: As recently as 2012 a 360,000 square-foot, $223
million project ushered in new approaches to air handling, innovative
CAD-BIM applications, and chiller/cooling tower relocation and installations. This tour offers behind the scenes access to key areas as well as a
luncheon presentation. Transportation to and from Minneapolis Convention Center and box lunch included. * Tour only open to critical facility
end-users, architects and engineers. Vendors not permitted.

1. Discuss the impact of cloud and colo services on enterprise data
centers
2. Review the changing role of FM in today’s data center market
3. Learn how enterprise data centers can retain value as revenue generators and core processing services
4. Understand what the C-suite is looking for as they approach data
center decisions

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

Tuesday October 24

8:30 AM
T1A

Global Inspection Leader, Building, Fire,
Life Safety and Security Industries
UL

Paul E. Schlattman

2:45 PM
Jay Harris
Director of Data Center Services/
Facilities CCIT/ISO DCS
Clemson University

Doreene Lorenzen
IT Manager
Hennepin County

The New UL Data Center
Certification and Standard 3223

Robert J. James

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.2

Cloud vs. Colo vs. Enterprise:
Where is our Industry Headed?

11

proliferation of colocation and cloud services. These entities offer an attractive option for organizations looking for speed and flexibility—while
seeking to avoid time and investment resources that accompany adding
capacity. So what does that mean for an FM seeing a reduction in data
center workload? Is a wholesale shift to the cloud inevitable? How do
these trends affect a mission critical FM career trajectory? Our opening
panel discussion takes a hard look at the intersection of FM, cloud and
colo, and what it means for facility managers now and in the future.
Gain firsthand perspective of how these market shifts can bring not only
challenges but some surprising opportunities including potential new
revenue streams and a seat at the executive table in an advisory role.

1. Examine St. Cloud Hospital and facilities
2. Review new building and renovation inititatives on the regional medical center campus
3. Discuss best practices in medical facility management
4. Learn about new applications to improve uptime and reliability in hospitals

OS

SESSIONS

Senior Vice President, Practice Leader
Environmental Systems Design, Inc.
CLOUD AND COLO TRENDS | ROOM A
Mass adoption of cloud computing has created a significant risk of
affecting masses of companies and individuals in the event of a cloud data
center, infrastructure or network failure. In response, UL is launching
a Center Certification Program, based upon its UL 3223 standard. This
session outlines the collaboration and identifies key components geared
toward improving reliability and safety of data centers.
1. Analyze key components of critical infrastructure in the data center
2. Understand the common causes of outages in the cloud
3. Discuss requirements of UL Standard 3223
4. Review components of the UL Data Center Certification Program

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

Bruce Thorpe
Global Energy & Critical Environments
NVIDIA Corporation

Edward Sullivan
Editor
Building Operating Management
Magazine
CLOUD AND COLO TRENDS | ROOM G
The data center FM role is undergoing significant changes, thanks to a

011-20_CFS_2017 Sessions.indd 11

T1B

Medical and Life Safety Systems

Michael Fluegeman, PE
Principal and Manager, Data Center Support
Systems
Plannet Consulting
MEDICAL, LABS AND LIFE SAFETY | ROOM B
Every healthcare facility’s data center includes life-safety systems, and
those systems are often at odds with reliability. This session highlights

10/2/17 11:30 AM
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real-world experience in conducting emergency shut downs for a variety of
healthcare systems—and what can go wrong.
1. Identify the unique operational aspects of managing medical and life
safety facilities
2. Understand what puts life safety systems at odds with reliability
3. Analyze common causes of emergency shut downs
4. Learn about real-world shut down scenarios in a variety of healthcare systems

10:00 AM
T2A

Tim Kittila

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

T1C

New Thinking in Airflow Management

Vali Sorell, PE
President
Sorell Engineering
OPTIMIZING UPTIME | ROOM C
A common complaint among data center owners and operators is that additional cooling capacity is needed because the existing system doesn’t maintain
an acceptable temperature at the data equipment inlets. In most cases, the
problem isn’t one of insufficient capacity, but of poor air flow management.
This session begins with a detailed review of air flow basics, and a look inside
IT equipment, cabinets and the data center in general. Next, attendees will
analyze the choice to contain-or not, and discuss common high temperature
cooling issues in IT equipment as well as CRAH/CRAC equipment. The session concludes with a discussion on changes that are coming, and how these
changes will affect the selection of cooling equipment in your data center.
1. Discuss air flow management issues as they relate to the trend from
designs of legacy data centers to the current best practices
2. Review trends in supply air temperature as they relate to IT equipment
3. Analyze the impact of increased delta T on IT equipment
4. Understand the impact of increased delta T on mechanical equipment selection

Director of Data Center Strategy
Parallel Technologies
CLOUD AND COLO TRENDS | ROOM A
As many companies consider moving from on-premise to colo data centers,
the decisions are frequently made entirely by IT departments. Is there a role
for Facilities Management in these decisions, and if so—what value do they
bring to it? In this session, we will explore how the decision to go to colo does
not mean it’s over for the FM. There is plenty of work to be done in regard to
keeping an organization operational, and figuring out the required processes
and procedures necessary for each business function is part of the challenge.
1. Analyze the level of involvement for the facility manager in data center
decisions to go to colo
2. Discuss how to plan for removal of data centers if decision of colo is
right for them
3. Understand how to plan for the new “data center” (i.e. data com closet)
4. Review necessary preparation for the growth of edge data centers

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

T2B

Cooling Power Cuts Energy Use at
NREL

Herb Zien
CEO
LiquidCool Solutions
PROJECT SPOTLIGHT | ROOM J
This session details the test of eight high-performance immersion-cooled
servers at the National Renewable Energy Center which measured the
system’s energy efficiency as well as its ability recover waste heat for use in
building heating systems. The result: A cooling PUE of 1.01 while recovering
up to 98 percent of the server heat energy for reuse at 120°F. Now running
operational loads at NREL’s ESIF High-Performance Computing Center, this
system demonstrates potential to become a standard cooling design template
for cloud, edge and enterprise-class data centers.
1. Evaluate the effectiveness of air vs. liquid cooling for electronics
2. Identify instances in which data centers do not require fans, mechanical
refrigeration or adiabatic walls
3. Understand liquid immersed server technology and its energy-saving benefits
4. Analyze the use of air conditioning or heat in buildings with liquid-cooled data centers

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

Understanding the New CMS
Emergency Preparedness Rule

Brad Keyes, CHSP
Owner & Senior Consultant
Keyes Life Safety Compliance

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

T1J

Does a Move to Colo Mean It’s Over
for FMs?

MEDICAL, LABS AND LIFE SAFETY | ROOM B
In recent years, high-profile natural and man-made disasters put the health and
safety of Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries—and the public at large—at risk.
In September of 2016, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS)
responded with new rules requiring providers and suppliers to plan for disasters,
and coordinate with federal, state tribal, regional, and local emergency preparedness systems to ensure facilities are prepared to meet the needs of patients
in emergency situations—by November of this year. This session highlights the
impact of the new rules on hospitals, and presents the CMS’ standards in detail,
including the four core elements of the CMS rule (Emergency Planning, Policies
and Procedures, Communication Plan, and Training and Testing).
1. Learn about the events that prompted a review of CMS Emergency
Preparedness Rule
2. Identify the new CMS standards
3. Analyze how the new standards affect hospital facility operations
4. Review best practices in complying with the four core elements of the rule

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

T2C

Managing Data Centers at World
Class Levels on a Beer Budget

Amir Radmehr
Director, Sales and Marketing
Innovative Research, Inc.

John Fitzpatrick
Director of Enterprise Data Center, University
Information Technologies
University of Rochester
OPTIMIZING UPTIME, HIGHER ED | ROOM C
This session offers a real world example of how Computational Fluid Dynam-

011-20_CFS_2017 Sessions.indd 12
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ics (CFD) can be employed cost effectively to drive data center methodologies
that result in self-funded operational efficiencies yielding true cost savings.
From design to operations, CapEx and DC OpEx savings can be reduced,
and this case study also demonstrates how to apply these strategies to the data
center facilities side of the house and optimizing a chilled water plant.
1. Learn about a recent project at Rochester University that used Computational Fluid Dynamics to achieve operational cost savings
2. Understand how CFD can be especially effective in data center methodologies
3. Analyze the role of design in reducing CapEx and DC OpEx savings
4. Review how these strategies were applied at University of Rochester to
optimize the chilled water plant

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

power, photovoltaic, wind generation and energy storage. This abundance
of technology allows OATI to select how it powers the building and shed or
dispatch load to maintain power, even when grid connectivity is lost.
1. Review advanced microgrids and tri-generation systems
2. Discuss the benefits of these systems for a critical facility
3. Analyze the challenges of implementing these systems
4. Learn how these technologies can be applied in microgrid install

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

2:00 PM
TGTTR

T2H

Data Center’s Future is Here: 3
Models You Need to Know About

Ryan Hunter
Director, Facilities Support
vXchange

Brandon Keesee, CFM
Director of Facilities
Aligned Data Centers
CLOUD AND COLO TRENDS | ROOM H
Data centers that float. On-demand provisioning. Colo data centers tapping
renewable energy in a big way. This session sheds light on innovations that
are poised to have (or are already having) a significant impact on the data
center community and will permanently alter how they are built, managed
and operated. Panelists discuss the inspiration behind their forward-thinking
approaches, and what these new models mean for their owners and operators.
1. Learn about floating data center technology
2. Analyze the application of renewables such as wind power and free
cooling in data centers
3. Identify key aspects of the on-demand provisioning data center model
4. Assess how emerging innovations will impact data center operation in
the near future

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

T2J

Advanced Microgrids and Tri-Gen
Success at OATI

Erik Amundson
Chief Technology Officer, Advanced Systems
Design
OATI

Joshua Kam, PE, RCDD, Security+
Senior Associate/Electrical Engineer
Dunham Associates, Inc.

13

Target Field Tour

MAIN ENTRANCE, CONVENTION CENTER
Join us for a tour of Target Field, home of the Minnesota Twins! Did you
know Target Field is one of five baseball stadiums in the U.S. to be awarded
with a LEED certification? This tour will cover the environmental and
sustainability features of the stadium, which are important elements of its
design and operation. You’ll also go behind the scenes to see mechanical
rooms and other areas of the stadium guests normally don’t get to visit.
1. Discuss the stadium design and operations
2. Understand the importance of sustainability and the environmental
features of the stadium
3. Observe the mechanical and engineering features of Target Fields

Audience: Beginner | CEU: 0.15

2:15 PM
T3A

Hybrid IT: A Strategy, Not a
Governance Model

Keith Klesner, PE
Senior Vice President of North America
Uptime Institute
THE FM-IT LINK | ROOM A
Today’s global information economy depends on data centers like never
before. At the same time, hybrid IT architecture adds complexity to already
challenged data center industry. This session, led by Uptime Institute’s Senior
VP Keith Klesner, identifies more than 20 years of experience and market
intelligence for a hybrid IT world, and explains why tier certification today is
even more meaningful in a hybrid IT world.
1. Learn about Uptime Institute’s role as an independent advisory body
to all stakeholders in the industry responsible for the performance and
availability of IT systems
2. Discuss a data center organization’s challenge to optimize facilities while
balancing efficiency in a changing technology landscape
3. Understand how to match data centers with user needs
4. Analyze the benefits of hybrid IT

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

Darren Regan, PE, LEED AP, ATD
Senior Associate/Mechanical Engineer
Dunham Associates, Inc.

David Heim
Chief Strategy Officer
OATI
PROJECT SPOTLIGHT | ROOM J
This presentation highlights design, development and implementation
of the OATI Microgrid Technology Center, a new 5-story office building
housing cutting-edge technologies including combined cooling, heat, and
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T3B

A New Healing Environment:
Hennepin County Med Center’s
LEED Silver Building

T3H

Director of Enterprise Data Center, University
Information Technologies
University of Rochester

Senior Director of Support Services
Hennepin County Medical Center

Project Manager
Walker and Associates
MEDICAL, LABS AND LIFE SAFETY | ROOM B
As Minnesota’s premier Level 1 Trauma Center, Hennepin County Medical
Center (HCMC) is part of a system of primary care clinics throughout the
twin cities. Currently occupying seven downtown city blocks, the Center
will soon open a new, six-story, LEED Sliver certified facililty on an eighth
block--the first new HCMC campus building in 47 years. Attend this session
to understand the unique process of establishing a new facility that features
a full floor of surgical suites and a state-of-the-art Radiology and Cancer
Center and integrating it with the rest of the HCMC campus.
1. Understand the history, mission and values of HCMC, an inner-city,
Level 1 Trauma and safety net medical center
2. Understand the exceptional requirements for building an ambulatory
building with multi-specialty clinics, radiology suite, cancer center and
operating rooms
3. Understand the exceptional requirements for LEED Silver certification
of a medical facility
4. Appreciate experience-based design concepts incorporated into a medical facility to enhance a healing environment

Jay Harris
Director of Data Center Services/Facilities CCIT/
ISO DCS
Clemson University
HIGHER ED | ROOM H
A college data center is the essence of a paradox: Perpetually short of
operating funds, but expected to support high-performance, high-density
computing applications. Our panel of university data center directors shares
tips for finding funding for upgrades, making do when the funds don’t come,
managing supercomputer data centers and the challenges they bring.
1. Understand specific data center management challenges on college
campuses
2. Discuss the various data center customers and constituents in a university setting
3. Review the consequences of underfunded data center initiatives
4. Share solutions to common challenges including funding, density and
communicating with upper management

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

T3J

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

T3C

Some Like it Hot: Live-Site Testing &
Commissioning

Jeff Womack
Senior Commissioning Agent and Project
Executive
Hood-Patterson & Dewar
OPTIMIZING UPTIME | ROOM C
Critical facilities cannot go down—ever. When equipment needs to be added,
capacity expanded, or controls upgraded in an energized facility, the stakes are
high. Working safely while maintaining power to critical components requires
scrutiny above and beyond that of new construction to prevent injury, property damage, and service disruptions. This presentation provides real-world
examples of the complicated, risky, and unforgiving practice of testing and
commissioning at live sites, and discusses how to break Murphy’s Law and
complete projects safely, on time, and without incident.
1. Review the intricacies of planning and managing a live-site commissioning project
2. Learn about the unique risks, required skills, and special considerations
associated with working in a live site
3. Discuss how to integrate assessments, documentation, and training into
live-site testing
4. Discuss how to integrate assessments, documentation, and training into
commissioning plans

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

011-20_CFS_2017 Sessions.indd 15

College Data Centers: Dr. Jekyll or
Mr. Hyde?

John Fitzpatrick

Ann Eilbracht
Dylan McCormick
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Modular Enclosure a Winning Recipe
at Blue Apron

Sam Rodriguez
Sr. Product Manager, Cabinet & Thermal Solutions
Chatsworth Products
PROJECT SPOTLIGHT | ROOM J
Blue Apron, an online ingredient and recipe delivery service, needed to
extend its IT network onto its manufacturing floor--definitely not a clean,
controlled environment for sensitive IT equipment. With no space or
cooling available, a need for a redundant cooling system and a compressed
deployment schedule, the problem was solved via a NEMA-rated enclosure.
This case study spells out the solution rollout, timeline and costs.
1. Analyze Blue Apron’s non-traditional enclosure requirements
2. Review short lead time project implementation
3. Discuss solutions provided by the NEMA-rated enclosure design
4. Understand how a holistic design view addressed cooling and remote
monitoring requirements

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

3:30 PM
T4A

Electrical Power Terms/Rack PDU
Planning for IT Equipment

Joe Prisco
STSM Installation Planning and Data Center
Energy Efficiency
IBM Systems and Technology Group
THE FM-IT LINK | ROOM A
This session defines basic power terms and how they relate to each other in
a mission critical building. You’ll learn about power consumption values in
IT specifications and how they should be applied to DC facilities planning;
variables influencing power consumption; and rack PDU and its limitations.
The presentation concludes with a walk-through of a detailed placement of
IT equipment on rack PDUs.

9/29/17 7:45 AM
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1. Review basic power terms and power consumption values
2. Analyze variables that influence power consumption when IT equipment is in operation
3. Identify how the IT equipment power train is designed for rack PDU
plugging and rack PDU and its limitations
4. Review a detailed example of placing IT equipment on rack PDUs

Audience: Beginner | CEU: 0.1

T4B

Sustainable & Resilient Healthcare
Infrastructure: Valuing our Assets

Peter Dahl, PhD, LEED AP BD+C &
O+M, CEM
Principal, Sustainability & Commissioning Team
HGA
MEDICAL, LABS AND LIFE SAFETY | ROOM B
Infrastructure is typically considered in a utilities context, but the MEP
systems that support the organization can be equally critical. And, just like
utilities, these systems must adapt to changing occupant needs. By better
understanding the capabilities of existing equipment, facilities can better
control their systems, reduce operating costs, and ultimately identify lowcost improvements that support sustainability and resiliency. This session
highlights three healthcare projects--upgrades in an existing building with
major deferred maintenance, a chiller plant optimization initiative and
the implementation and results of a resilience evaluation-that focused on
improving the sustainability and resiliency of existing facility infrastructure,
from triage through optimization.
1. Assess facility impacts from pressures to increase space utilization, add
more features and equipment, and increase energy efficiency
2. Understand how to create a resilience strategy for existing buildings
with a Master Plan for maintenance
3. Learn how to take raw data from HVAC systems to optimize energy
performance, without tedious analysis
4. Discuss the benefits of resilience planning as part of capital projects

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

T4C

From Design to IT to FM: Creating a
Smarter Data Center

Jeffrey Goetz, PE, LEED AP
Director Sustainability & Energy Management
Fluor
THE FM-IT LINK | ROOM C
This presentation explores an owner’s approach with an integrated facility
management team to develop and deliver methods for energy and operational
savings that result in a smarter data center that has delivered $50 million in
savings over the past 2 years. Attendees will learn how to go from data mining,
to analysis, to integrated implementation and obtain the final result: Improved
reliability, energy and labor reductions, and operational cost savings. The presenters will highlight examples and checklists to help data center user groups
communicate with their facility managers and owners.
1. Learn about the balanced approach of energy conservation and integrated best practices to build a smarter data center
2. Discuss how to use analytical data, innovative implementation solutions
and behavioral changes integrated within corporate core values to
enhance sustainability and energy conservation
3. Identify integration tools needed by the FM department to incorporate
analytical software
4. Review examples and checklists to assist data center user groups communicate with FM departments and data center owners

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1
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T4H

Tier Wars: The Battle for Data Center
Standards

Julius Neudorfer, DCEP
Chief Technology Officer
North American Access Technologies, Inc.
CLOUD AND COLO TRENDS | ROOM H
In the late 1990’s, Ken Brill created the concept of a “tier system of availability” based primarily on redundancy levels in a facility’s power and cooling
infrastructure. Since then, many data center designers and operators have
adopted his concepts directly or indirectly, but debate continues as to whether
the tier rating system is a true standard or simply a proprietary rating method.
In recent years, competing versions of the tier system have emerged, causing
confusion and doubt among the data center community regarding which
classification system is appropriate. This session will provide an overview of
the combatants in the Tier Wars and scrutinize the competing rating schemes.
1. Understand the key points of different rating systems
2. Evaluate fundamental elements of data center “availability”
3. Identify the difference between Redundancy, Reliability and Resilience
4. Examine the underpinning of data center redundancy (N, N+1, 2N, etc.)
5. Assess the current significance of the physical facility tier level in the age
of the cloud

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

T4J

Backup Power Solutions for
Cavern’s Colocation Data Centers

Brian Ponstein
Regional Sales Engineer
MTU Onsite Energy
PROJECT SPOTLIGHT | ROOM J
Learn how Cavern Technologies expanded its operating space up to 120,000
square feet--with an additional 100,000 square feet for future expansion--making Cavern one of the largest data centers in the Kansas City
region. Featuring three customizable gensets each with a 500 kWe output,
sizing software was key to determining the right size to provide an uninterruptible power supply.
1. Discuss the keys to designing for today’s data center capacity and future
growth
2. Identify the benefits of genset controllers
3. Learn about key features of master control panels
4. Analyze the benefits of paralleling engines in genset projects

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

HCMCTOU Hennepin County Med Center Tour

Ann Eilbracht
Senior Director of Support Services
Hennepin County Medical Center

Dylan McCormick
Project Manager
Walker and Associates
MEDICAL, LABS AND LIFE SAFETY
In the coming months, Hennepin County Medical Center’s Clinic and Specialty Center will open its doors, marking the first new building on HCMC’s
expanded campus in nearly 50 years. Critical Facilities Summit attendees have
the unique opportunity to tour the facility as it nears completion and gain
insights into the LEED Sliver certification process, and the “experience-based
design” concepts that were applied in bringing technology and infrastructure
together in a rapidly changing healthcare environment.

9/29/17 7:45 AM
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1. Learn about HCMC’s history and approach to facility design and construction
2. Analyze the unique needs of ambulatory building with multi-specialty
clinics, radiology suite, cancer center and operating rooms
3. Understand the exceptional requirements for LEED Silver certification
of a medical facility
4. Identify the experience-based design concepts incorporated into a medical facility to enhance a healing environment

10:00 AM
W1A

8:30 AM
GS

Can We Talk? What FM Team Should
Know About IT (and Vice Versa)

Steve Smith, CFM, CFMJ, MFE
Director of Physical IT Network
Arvest Bank Operations

Steven Hawley

NFPA 70B and the Importance of
Electrical Predictive Maintenance

Bhanu Srilla
Director of Product Marketing
Grace Engineered Products, Inc.

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.15

Wednesday October 25

OPTIMIZING UPTIME | ROOM A
Hotspots arising from high fluctuating currents and resistance are the greatest enemy of the electrical systems, affecting equipment performance and
useful life, while increasing arc flash hazards. NFPA 70B instructs facilities to
identify hotspots early before they cause any problems critical to equipment
health and to preventing devastating arc flashes.
1. Review NFPA 70B maintenance requirements
2. Identify various failure points in electrical systems
3. Observe temperature monitoring in critical applications
4. Compare IR inspections vs. continuous monitoring

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

W1B

Data Center Manager
Medical College of Wisconsin

Optimizing Data Center Energy Use:
Leveraging the Intersection of IT and
Cooling Systems

Jeff Gilmer

Bill Kosik, PE, CEM, LEED AP,
BEMP

Senior Partner
Excipio Consulting

Senior Mechanical Engineer - Mission Critical
exp Global Inc.

Edward Sullivan
Editor
Building Operating Management
Magazine
THE FM-IT LINK | ROOM G
Conflict continues to persist between IT and FM departments, and it goes
both ways: IT teams don’t loop FM teams into their plans, and FM doesn’t
include IT in theirs. This panel features representatives from both departments
in a discussion about what each side should know about the other, and how
they can better collaborate on everything from new equipment installations,
changes in capacity, the transition to cloud or colo, equipment maintenance,
scheduled (and unscheduled) downtime, and energy efficiency initiatives.
1. Understand typical conflicts between FM and IT teams including conflicting priorities, differing organizational cultures and divided budgets
2. Explore the role of new/emerging technolgies on approaches to data
center design and management
3. Review examples of successful FM-IT collaboration
4. Learn how FM and IT teams can work together on common issues
such as energy efficiency, regulations and data security

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1
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The types of energy use optimization strategies for data centers will vary
based on specifics of the program. Regardless, there is a common thread that
connects all data centers - the cooling and IT systems. Comprised largely
of servers, storage and network equipment, the IT systems are selected on
their ability to meet the stated mission. And whether private or public sector,
for-profit or research-based, there are many measures that can be taken
to leverage the synergistic relationship between the cooling systems at the
micro-level (servers and other IT equipment) and at the macro-level (data
center cooling systems) to reduce energy use.
1. Understand the specifics of how enterprise servers consume energy
2. Identify and articulate the intersection of energy use in IT equipment
and data center cooling systems
3. Analyze different strategies to reduce overall data center energy use
4. Report on various energy-saving measures including increasing the
temperature in the data center, using near- and close-coupled cooling
strategies, air/water economization, evaporative cooling, and liquid-cooled servers

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

W1C

How to get DCIM right the First...
or Second Time Around

Chris James
CEO
DCIM Pro
OPTIMIZING UPTIME | ROOM C
Your data center is a highly dynamic heterogeneous environment. Your
DCIM Implementation needs to match ...70 percent plus of initial DCIM
implementations fail to meet company expectations. Find out how to asses,
plan and implement this complex multidimensional endeavor by learning:
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Scan to view a short video on the
GraceSenseTM Hot Spot Monitor

GraceSense™ Hot Spot Monitor (HSM) provides

HSM
Devices
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outages, service interruptions, and equipment failures. For
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more information on this product, contact your local
sales representative and/or distributor.
www.gracesense.com • 1.800.280.9517
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•
•
•
•
•

What the DCIM Maturation Model is
Questions to ask for a successful DCIM implementation or upgrade
What metrics to use and questions to ask in assessment of DCIM
vendors and offerings
Mistakes and pitfalls to avoid
Three paths to DCIM implementatiom

1. Identify the most logical path DCIM implementation through the
DCIM Maturation Model
2. Learn about the elements of a successful DCIM strategy and game plan
3. Accurately assess DCIM offerings and vendor solutions through objective measurements, questions and metrics that are in alignment with
their requirements
4. Analyze successful DCIM methodologies to help avoid common pitfalls
and mistakes in current and new DCIM implementation

that provided redundancy, reliability, and scalability of backup power as
customers came online. Essentially “plug-and-play” units, the systems do not
require external switchgear and can be added as business needs require.
1. Understand how modular power systems can back up big applications
2. Review how an MPS is easily, cost-effectively scalable
3. Analyze how an MPS is reliable, even when units are down
4. Identify spaces-saving benefits of MPS units

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

2:15 PM
W2A

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

W1H

The New Data Center ProviderMunicipality Relationship

Dan Bowman
Executive Director & CEO
Allen Economic Development Corporation

Chris Curtis
Senior Vice President of Developments and
Acquisitions
Compass Datacenters
CLOUD AND COLO TRENDS | ROOM H
While speed of delivery is a highly prized element in most data center
construction timelines, there is more to the process than the duration
required to build it; typically, additional time is needed for site acquisition
and development. This can be a significant schedule stressor, given the
complexity of the steps involved. What can be done to keep the project from
hitting such a common hurdle? This session outlines Compass Datacenter’s
“public/private” project, completed with the assistance of the Allen Economic Development Corporation in Dallas, Texas. Presented by representatives
of both sides of the partnership, the session will highlight the importance of
a close working relationship between a provider and their municipal partner
to meet increasingly narrow delivery timeframes.
1. Review common obstacles that slow data center design and construction
2. Analyze site selection issues including utility location, fiber sources and
local ordinances
3. Discuss responses to development and construction disruptions
4. Understand the role of economic development councils and municipalities in successfully executing new data center builds

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

W1J

Modular Backup Power Systems at
DataBank’s Data Centers

19

Grounding Systems Design and
Testing for Critical Facilities

Roy Whitten
Senior Applications Engineer/Education Specialist
Lyncole XIT Grounding
OPTIMIZING UPTIME | ROOM A
No one questions that the grounding system for a facility is critical. Along with
assuring equipment operation and power quality, it dissipates electrical surges collected by surge suppression (AC, RF, Telco) and lightning protection systems. This
presentation covers the basics of two common testing methods, presents a one-line
electrical diagram explanation of test theory and discusses common mistakes.
1. Understand how a grounding system protects critical facilities
2. Analyze different types of ground testing methods
3. Learn why to ground and how it provides tower protection and equipment protection
4. Be able to differentiate between electrode choices and pros and cons

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

W2B

Capacity Planning: The IT-FM
Connection

Jeff Gilmer
Senior Partner
Excipio Consulting
THE FM-IT LINK | ROOM B
This session will offer real-world examples that demonstrate how changes in IT
equipment, cloud computing, density, and rack space must be met with accurate
changes in cooling, power and space by the facility management. Attendees will
review case studies highlighting what can go wrong when IT and data center facility management do not work together, learn which areas of IT actually do--and
do not--impact the data center, and what should be included in a cloud strategy.
1. Identify who needs to be involved to understand the effects of change in
the facility
2. Understand what information is needed by data center facility management
3. Learn how to prepare for the challenges and interdependencies both sides face
4. Review best practices to communicate risks and develop efficient plans

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

Steven Boyce
Director of Facilities Engineering
DataBank

W2H

Effective Training for Critical
Facilities Teams

Curt Gibson, PE, ATD

David Boston

Power Solutions Manager/ Data Center Specialist
Generac Power Systems

Director of Facility Operations Solutions
TiePoint-bkm Engineering

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT | ROOM J
Learn about the implementation of a Modular Power System (MPS) at
DataBank Data Centers’ Granite Point I and Point II colocation data centers
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This workshop-style session offers a detailed, site-specific training program
strategy for data center management that maximizes the knowledge and
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confidence of each critical facilities operations team member. This program
offers a step by step guide to practices that have worked well for highly
successful critical operations, and it will highlight common (and not so common) pitfalls that can limit the optimization of the critical facilities team.
1. Identify site-specific training needs for a critical facility
2. Review effective program deployment strategies
3. Describe how to maximize knowledge and confidence of each critical
facilities team member
4. Analyze the practices of highly successful critical operations

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

W2J

Look — No Water! A Refrigerant
Alternative for Data Centers

Greg Haggy
Manager, Strategic Marketing, Thermal
Management, North America
The Vertiv Co.
This presentation details the design and implementation of a low-maintenance pumped refrigerant alternative to evaporative economization systems
that uses no water and allows no outside air into the data center. Real-world
examples will detail how to achieve higher efficiency than legacy cooling
systems and save millions of gallons of water annually.
1. Learn about technologies that maximize economizer hours, water efficiency and maintenance
2. Learn ways to protect the data center from outside air
3. Discuss the use of advanced controls to stabilize capacity, increase protection and gain energy efficiency
4. Understand how modular system design allows for scalable capacity

Audience: Intermediate | CEU: 0.1

3:30 PM
W3B

Cyber Security for Facility
Automation and Monitoring
Systems: Start Anywhere,
Go Everywhere

Richard K. Warner, PE, CxA, DCEP,
EBCP
President/CEO
OME

Matthew D. Hartle
Director of Information Technology
DuPont Fabros Technology
THE FM-IT LINK | ROOM B
As optimized mission critical operations require increasingly automated,
monitored and connected infrastructure—and as regulatory and surety requirements for facilities continue to increase with regard to its security—facility professionals will be expected to create, implement and manage a cyber
security program for monitoring and control systems. This presentation
will help data center professionals understand basic threats and learn how
to initiate a mitigation plan. Common scenarios and tasks will be shared,
including practical demonstrations.

W3C

Existing Building Commissioning in
Critical Environments

Tony DiLeonardo, LEED AP, CxA
President
Wick Fisher White
OPTIMIZING UPTIME | ROOM C
There are few more challenging environments for existing building commissioning (EBCx) planning and investigation than a 200,000 square-foot, 2N
redundancy data center and office building for a leading telecom provider.
This session offers an in-depth case study of a recently completed Phase One
EBCx project to demonstrate how commissioning activities typically evolve
for mission-critical EBCx job. Attendees will review scoping, planning and
investigation phase activities leading up to functional testing for EBCx projects in general, and understand what can happen in reality when commissioning in a critical environment with a minimal downtime.
1. Identify key planning phase tasks necessary for successful EBCx in
critical environments
2. Review the investigation phase tasks and the ideal amount of detail,
including review of drawings
3. Analyze real-world examples of how to address discrepancies between
existing documentation and operation personnel interviews
4. Learn how to write test procedures that avoid risks and ensure reliability
through testing

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

W3J

The Budget-Friendly, Tier III,
LEED Gold Data Center
(Yes, It Can Be Done!)

Sean Tewalt, PE, LEED AP
Principal
Michaud Cooley Erickson
PROJECT SPOTLIGHT | ROOM J
This presentation details what it takes to design and construct a tier III enterprise data center within an existing facility while a second data center was
built at the same time in a different location—all on an aggressive schedule
and budget, using a team approach that included the construction manager
and the entire design team. The result: A LEED Gold certification (thanks to
energy efficient mechanical and electrical equipment, lighting fixtures and
controls, water efficient fixtures and green power), and an Uptime Institute
Tier III certification (courtesy of redundant MEP systems and components
resulting in a concurrently maintainable facility). Learn about the system
specifics that contributed to an energy-efficient, sustainable, highly optimized data center.
1. Analyze the decision to build new versus building within an existing
facility
2. Discuss the benefit of bringing the construction manager and design
team on board simultaneously
3. Understand the keys to establishing a realistic budget
4. Find a balance between efficiency, sustainability and maintainability

Audience: Advanced | CEU: 0.1

1. Understand general cyber security threats to facility automation and
monitoring systems
2. Review demonstrations of basic cyber security hacks
3. Learn simple techniques for better device and system security
4. Analyze strategies for implementing a cyber security process

Audience: Beginner | CEU: 0.1
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Exhibitor Listings
Access Floors On Site

ARC

295 Seven Farms Dr, Suite
C-167
Charleston, SC 29492
877-604-0281
www.accessfloorsonsite.biz

1981 N. Broadway, Suite 385
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
925-658-9034
www.e-arc.com

Booth# 631

This year, Access Floors OnSite
(AFO) celebrates 20 years as the
only vertically integrated raised
access floor product and service
provider in North America. As a
certified value adding manufacturer and installer of both new
and used floor material, AFO
presents a “single face” to our
customers while delivering unsurpassed value and the industry’s
best warranty.

AFCOM Greater
Minnesota
Booth# 319

9100 West Chester Towne
Center Road, Suite 200
West Chester, OH 45069
612-465-7657
www.AFCOM.com

AFCOM is a national association
for data center and IT professionals
delivering comprehensive education and peer-to-peer networking
to its members around the world.
The Greater Minnesota Chapter is a
local membership organization for
AFCOM members. The Chapter
welcomes members looking for a
peer group to share ideas, to learn
about the future of our industry,
and to network. Join Today!

Alerton

Booth# 730

16201 25th Ave. W
Lynnwood, WA 98087
425-921-4900
www.alerton.com

Alerton is a leading manufacturer
of building automation systems
for HVAC equipment. In 2014,
we launched the Ascent Building
Management System, combining
BACnet protocol and Tridium’s
Niagara Framework® in a single
controller for more effective integration of multiple systems.
Microset4 wall sensor, Ascent
Control Module global controller,
and Compass® software are used
in facilities worldwide, including
data center, and hospitals.
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Booth# 901

ARC delivers game-changing productivity improvements for facility
teams with innovative software,
mobile apps, and unique services.
Our customers receive critical information instantly—anytime, anywhere, on any device—throughout
the building life cycle. ARC’s cloudbased facilities solutions include
capturing of large and small format
documents, with revolutionary indexing and navigation intelligence,
so that you can find what you need
when you need it.

Armstrong Fluid
Technology
Booth# 302

23 Bertrand Ave.
Toronto, ON M1L 2P3
647-795-0102
www.
armstrongfluidtechnology.com

Pipe-mounted Vertical In-Line
pumps with integrated intelligent
controls. Reduces energy usage by
up to 75% compared to traditional
constant speed installations. An
integrated packaged system that
includes pumps, controllers, piping and valves, the iFMS is ideal
for variable-speed chilled-water
plant applications.
IPP delivers chilled water at superior efficiency. The factory-assembled plant includes pumps,
integrated controls, water-cooled
chillers and the requisite instrumentation, valves and sensors.

ASCO Power
Technologies
Booth# 701

160 Park Ave.
Florham Park, NJ 07932
800-800-ASCO(2726)
http://www.ascopower.com

ASCO Power Technologies is the
world leader in transfer switches,

paralleling switchgear, load banks,
surge suppressors and controls for
critical power applications. ASCO
innovations improve reliability
for mission-critical operations
like healthcare facilities and financial centers. Advanced diagnostics, power monitoring and
remote controls provides system
status, reports and analysis. Rely
on ASCO engineering expertise,
customer support and 24/7 service
for prime, emergency and standby
power systems.

Augury
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turned
turned to BRUNS-PAK for a
single-source
single-source solution for their
data
data center facility infrastructure needs. Heat Wheel, 400V
Distr, DCIM, ASHRAE 9.9, DR,
co-location/hosting/cloud computing, network and containerized concepts are our stock and
trade. Services include consulting,
multi-disciplinary architecture,
engineering, total facility construction and commissioning.
Clients include University of Massachusetts, CVS, J&J, Brown University, Community Health, etc.

Booth# 616

110 5th Ave., 5th Floor
New York, NY 10011
866-432-0976
www.augury.com

Augury provides mechanical diagnostics solutions for the Industrial
Internet of Things. By combining
the world of artificial intelligence
and machine connectivity, Augury
is able to provide machines with a
mechanical nervous system and
the awareness to optimize their
own health, thereby accelerating
human productivity and safety.
To learn more about Augury, visit
www.augury.com

Automated Logic
Corporation
Booth# 406

1150 Roberts Blvd.
Kennesaw, GA 30101
770-795-4873
www.automatedlogic.com/
Pages/mission-critical.aspx

The WebCTRL system for mission
critical facilities helps companies
maximize uptime while improving overall Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) and maintaining conditions conducive to a data center
environment.

BRUNS-PAK
Booth# 400

999 New Durham Road
Edison, NJ 08817
732-248-4455
www.bruns-pak.com

Building Operating
Management Magazine
Booth# 815

2100 W. Florist Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53209
414-228-7701
www.facilitiesnet.com/bom

Building Operating Management
magazine is the leading magazine for building owners and
facilities executives responsible
for commercial and institutional
buildings. Readers are executives
who own or manage high-rise office buildings, college campuses,
school districts, hospitals, medical
clinics, retail chains, hotels and
government buildings.

Chatsworth Products Inc.
Booth# 600

29899 Agoura Road
Agoura Hills, CA 91301
800-834-4969
www.chatsworth.com

Chatsworth Products’ (CPI) mission is to address today’s IT infrastructure needs with products
and services that protect your
ever-growing investment in information and communication
technology. We act as your partner and are prepared to respond
to your requirements with global
availability and product customization that will give you a competitive advantage.

Since 1980 leading universities/
hospitals/corporations have
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Degree Controls Inc.

DuctSox Corporation

18 Meadowbrook Drive
Milford, NH 03055
603-672-8900
http://www.degreec.com/en/

9866 Kapp Court
Peosta, IA 52068
563-588-5326
www.ductsox.com

Booth# 506

Critical Facilites Summit
Booth# 815

2100 W. Florist Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53209
414-228-7701
www.criticalfacilitiessummit.
com

Critical Facilities Summit, now in its
fifth year, is the only event of its kind
that focuses on data center and mission critical issues from the FM and
design/build perspectives. No other
conference offers this comprehensive
overview of what’s working now in
the design, construction and management of data centers, hospitals, labs
and other mission critical facilities.
Stop by the CFS booth to meet our
staff, learn more about how we put
the agenda together, and make suggestions for next year’s show.

Critical Solutions Group
Booth# 312

100 Main St.
Amesbury, MA 01913
978-378-4636
www.critical2u.com

Critical Solutions Group, a Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned
Small Business, is a provider of
data center services including
commissioning, consulting, maintenance and training. Our comprehensive solutions are designed
to keep your data center running
smoothly, allowing you to manage
your business effectively and increase your productivity. We have
the resources to provide data center services throughout the United
States, Canada and Europe.

CyberLock Inc.
Booth# 913

1105 N.E. Circle Blvd.
Corvallis, OR 97330
541-738-5500
www.cyberlock.com

CyberLock is a key-centric access
control system that provides full
featured access control to every
locking point in a facility without
wiring. Receive audit trails and
reports on every lock and key to
know who was where and when.
Secure anything anywhere with
over 350 different lock options.

Data Center Systems, Inc.
Booth# 301

12140 Nicollet Avenue, South
Burnsville, MN 55337
952-403-9900
www.datacsi.com

Data Center Systems provides
superior end-to-end solutions
backed by unmatched local Data
Center and “Edge” infrastructure
expertise. As the industry leader
in data center optimization, DCSI
focuses on the best solution with
the lowest total cost of ownership,
highest availability, and partnership throughout the entire life cycle of the solution.

DC Group
Booth# 706

1977 W. River Road, N.
Minneapolis, MN 55411
800-838-7927
www.dc-group.com

DC Group is North America’s
leader in independent service
and maintenance for critical
power equipment. We’re your
single-source solution for optimum maintenance and emergency repair of all makes/models of
Uninterruptible Power Supply
(UPS) units built since the 1980’s:
Emerson Network Power (Vertiv, Liebert), Eaton (Powerware),
Schnieder Electric (MGE/APC),
GE, Mitsubishi, Toshiba and others. Discover what makes us the
#1 independent.

DCIMPro
Booth# 431

PO Box 99507
San Diego, CA 92169
877-585-6776
www.DCIMPro360.com

Achieve efficiency in all aspects
of your data center. DCIMPro
offers a multitude of Smart Solutions and Services for integrated,
intelligent Data Center Management. DCIMPro provides the expertise, insight and independent
perspective that allows our clients
to develop a clear and workable
strategy to maximize their current
and new DCIM initiatives.

Booth# 512

DegreeC’s °CGrate measures airflow through datacenter floor
tiles, without backpressure. The
Hotspotr™ fan tray senses hot
spots in the datacenter and automatically moves cold air where is
needed. The F-series of air velocity and temperature sensors are
used for cooling measurement.
DegreeC engineers air movement
and sensing products for datacenter, clean room and laboratory environments.

DuctSox are fabric air dispersion
products used to distribute and
disperse air in open ceiling architecture, underfloor, and critical
environments. They are cost effective and an aesthetically attractive
alternative to metal ductwork. Advantages and benefits include superior air dispersion, simple and
easy installation, quick balancing,
lightweight, flexible, air porous
fabrics available, hygienic, and fast
shipping.

Delta Controls Inc.

Dunham Associates,
Inc.

Booth# 513

17850 56 Ave.
Surrey, BC V3S 1C7
604-574-8471
www.deltacontrols.com

Control your critical environment
precisely with enteliBUS, the expandable I/O platform that features powerful processors, routing capabilities, and touchscreen
modules. Small footprint and flexible I/O make it as ideal for retrofits as it is for new construction.
With pulse input capabilities enteliBUS reads directly from energy
meters, saving cost on installation
and for the life of your building.

Depco Power Systems
Booth# 613

8123 Hillsboro St.
Houston, TX 77029
713-675-6100
www.depco.com

Depco Power Systems & Mission
Critical Facilities form a team of
data center specialists providing
you with services to keep your operation up and running. Whether
you need to acquire data center
equipment, or are seeking to have
a project managed by a team of
experts, our team is equipped to
provide you with the power and
cooling solutions you require.

Booth# 324

50 S Sixth St, Suite 1100
Minneapolis, MN 55402
612-465-7690
www.dunhameng.com

Over the past 57 years, Dunham
has established a national reputation for providing high-quality
mechanical and electrical engineering service. We provide services to the mission critical, commercial, education, healthcare,
and retail markets. With a staff of
over 115 and registrations across
the US and Canada, we have the
ability to support virtually any size
project.

Envoy

Booth# 708

488 Bryant St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
650-283-4260
www.envoy.com

Envoy is the visitor registration
system that’s changing how visitors are greeted when they arrive
at a workplace. Modern businesses are getting rid of their paper
sign-in books and using Envoy to
provide a seamless, digital visitor
sign-in experience.

ESL Power Systems, Inc.
Booth# 818

2800 Palisades Drive
Corona, CA 92880
951-739-7020
www.eslpwr.com

ESL Power Systems, Inc. is recognized as a leader in the design
and manufacturing of UL 1008
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and 891 Listed emergency power solutions. Our designs are safe
and easy-to-use, allowing for
quick connection to backup power during outages. Our patented
interlocked disconnects allow
businesses to complete load bank
testing more efficiently than other
methods.

operating a significant dedicated
emergency fleet and by maintaining direct relationships with major
suppliers/refiners. The emergency
division stands ready 24/7/365 nationwide to assist contract emergency customers.

Fabcon Precast

Booth# 401

Booth# 531

12520 Quentin Ave. S., Suite
200
Savage, MN 55378
800-727-4444
www.fabconprecast.com

Fabcon Precast is a leading force
in structural precast concrete
walls. Superb thermal qualities, speedy construction and
load-bearing performance make
Fabcon panels an ideal solution
for distribution centers, manufacturing facilities, data centers and
more. It’s never too early to talk to
Fabcon. Our vertical integration
will help you clear up questions
concerning cost, timing and design. Visit fabconprecast.com or
call 952-890-4444.

Generac Industrial
Power
S45 W29290 Highway 59
Waukesha, WI 53189
262-544-4811
www.generac.com

Generac Power Systems is a leading global designer and manufacturer of backup and prime power
solutions up to 100 MW. Founded
in 1959, its dedication to innovation, durability and excellence has
resulted in the company’s ability to
expand its industry-leading products into commercial, industrial,
and mission critical applications
across the globe.

Grace Engineered
Products, Inc.

101 Pope St.
Talladega, AL 35160
855-345-8289
www.filterbuy.com

1515 E. Kimberly Road
Davenport, IA 52807
800-280-9517
www.gracesense.com

At FilterBuy, we manufacture
MERV rated high quality filters.
Our filters are designed to remove
dust, bacteria, odors, smoke,
mold, etc. We have 600 standard
sizes and custom sizes are also
available. Our direct to consumer
sales, allows us to save you money and time. No middleman. We
manufacture 100% of our filters
in the USA using US components.

Booth# 717

GraceSense™ Hot Spot Monitor
utilizes patented fiber optic technology to provide continuous temperature data from nine or eighteen
independent sources. The non-conductive fiber probes can be mounted onto electrical busbars, splices,
disconnects, cable connections, or
any sources of heat.

Booth# 931

16720 Brookneal Hwy.
Brookneal, VA 24528
434-376-2322
http://fosterfuels.com/
emergency-response-team/

Foster Fuels provides Emergency Bulk Fuel, Generator Fueling,
Fleet Fueling, Fuel Quality Programs, and Disaster Planning
Services. Foster Fuels differentiates itself from other “emergency fuel providers” by owning and
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Booth# 517

2901 S. 78th St.
Minneapolis, MN 55425
952-854-5511
www.istate.com

Interstate PowerSystems is the
Premier Distributor for MTU Onsite Energy’s Data Center Continuous & Standby rated generators.
Providing Data Centers, Hospitals
and other critical facilities with
top-notch service, design assist
engineering and field support on a
24/7 basis for the long term.

IRISS

10306 Technology Terrace
Bradenton, FL 34211
941-907-9128
www.iriss.com

Johnson Controls
Booth# 417

One Stanton St.
Marinette, WI 54143
715-735-7411
www.ansul.com

ANSUL® is a premium fire protection brand of Johnson Controls with 1000+ factory-trained
distributors worldwide. Among
its complete line of special hazard
fire products, the ANSUL portfolio includes multiple clean-agent
solutions for data center protection. Ask about our new Acoustic
Agent Discharge Nozzle designed
to help prevent damage to HDD’s.

Kidde Fire Systems

Foster Fuels, Inc.

Booth# 718

Honeywell System
Sensor
Booth# 908

3825 Ohio Ave.
St. Charles, IL 60174
630-762-5545
www.systemsensor.com

System Sensor is the world leader in fire detection and notification technologies, specializing in
smoke detection, CO detection,
AV notification and sprinkler sys-

tions include intelligent smoke and
heat detectors, conventional and
networked system controls, and a
variety of fire suppression agents.

Interstate Power Systems

Booth# 330

FilterBuy

Booth# 915

tem monitoring. Our FAAST Fire
Alarm Aspiration Sensing Technology® provides highly accurate,
very early warning of fires to protect your mission—critical assets
and data from even the faintest
traces of smoke. Visit www.systemsensor.com to learn more.
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400 Main St.
Ashland, MA 01721
508-881-2000
www.kiddefiresystems.com

Kidde Fire Systems is a global
leader in fire protection. We protect people, property, and processes from fire hazards. Whatever
your business, wherever you work,
a Kidde Fire Systems solution can
be designed to protect your team
and your operations. Our solu-

Kohler Company —
Total Energy
Booth# 707

2211 American Blvd.
DePere, WI 54115
920-425-3307
www.totalenergysystems.com

For over five decades, Total Energy
Systems has been providing the best
personalized service and custom
designed options for our customers in the field of power generation.
Kohler Power offers comprehensive solutions for all your power
needs. With complete lines of Industrial Generators, Home Standby Generators, Marine Generators, and Mobile Generators.

Lightning Protection
Institute
Booth# 326

P.O. Box 99
Maryville, MO 64468
800-488-6864
www.lightning.org

The Lightning Protection Institute is a nationwide not-for-profit organization founded in 1955
to promote lightning protection
education awareness and safety
providing the best possible quality
in both materials and installation
practices for maximum safety. LPI
certifies members through our
testing program as Master Installers or Designer Inspectors. LPI-IP
provides field inspection of completed installations to the national
standards.

LiquidCool Solutions
Booth# 309

2717 Highway 14 West
Rochester, MN 55901
414-289-7171
www.liquidcoolsolutions.com

LiquidCool Solutions licenses
proprietary technology that completely changes the way data centers are constructed and operated.
The power needed for cooling is
reduced by 98% and the carbon
footprint is slashed. IT equipment
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requires no water or air conditioning, which means it could be
located anywhere including the
factory floor or the mechanical
room, and there is no noise.

M.C. Dean
Booth# 519

1765 Greensboro Station Place
Tysons, VA 22102
614-551-1755
www.mcdean.com

M.C. Dean Critical Power Group
is a nationwide solutions provider
for mission critical infrastructure
systems. Our services include
7/24 emergency response, routine
preventive maintenance, testing,
troubleshooting, and design/build
for UPS and Battery Systems,
Generators, Electrical Switchgear
and Computer Room Air Conditioning Systems. M.C. Dean is
headquartered in Tysons, VA with
2,500+ employees in 25 offices
worldwide.

MAMAC Systems Inc.
Booth# 905

8189 Century Blvd.
Chanhassen, MN 55317
800-843-5116
www.mamacsys.com

Protecting critical data since
1982, MAMAC Systems’ IoT
based Maverick Energy & Water
Metering, Remote Monitoring,
Controllers, and Sensors. Utilize
the Maverick energy data KWH/
BTU for analytics and client billing. Mavericks feature Remote
Monitoring, Email Alerts, Built-in
Dashboard, Visual Graphing, CSV
Data Logging & Reports. Requires
NO licensing, monthly fees, or
recurring charges and offers the
lowest cost, easiest solution!

Michaud Cooley
Erickson
Booth# 716

333 S. Seventh St.
Minneapolis, MN 55402
612-673-6964
www.michaudcooley.com

Minneapolis-based Michaud
Cooley Erickson designs and
commissions mechanical, electrical, lighting, fire protection, security, and technology systems for a
variety of high tech and data cen-
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ter facilities. Our clients include
more than 80% of Minnesota’s
Fortune 500 companies and all of
the state’s top ten employers. Licensed in all 50 states.

Minnesota Department
of Employment &
Economic Development
Booth# 419

332 Minnesota St., Suite E200
St. Paul, MN 55101
651-259-7169
www.mn.gov/deed

The Minnesota Department of
Employment and Economic Development (DEED) is the state’s
principal economic development.

Mission Critical
Magazine
Booth# 617

2401 W. Big Beaver Road,
Suite 700
Troy, MI 48084
248-362-3700
www.missioncriticalmagazine.
com

Mission Critical serves data center
and mission-critical facility professionals by providing practical
solutions to all manner of issues.
This includes solutions for: data
center design, data center standards, infrastructure, data reliability, rising energy costs, increasing
heat loads, emergency backup,
security, cable management, virtualization, and disaster recovery.

2004, Modius has customer installations worldwide.

Monico, Inc.
Booth# 731

18530 Klein Church Road
Spring, TX 77379
281-350-8750
www.monicoinc.com

At Monico, we integrate critical
assets into control and monitoring
systems and specialize in data acquisition, protocol conversion and
remote monitoring communications. We are recognized worldwide for our expertise integrating
high horsepower industrial engines and connected equipment
into overall monitoring systems
while providing superior communications products and technical
assistance across the industrial
marketplace.

Booth# 414

2800 Campus Drive, Suite 135
San Mateo, CA 94403
650-642-2700
www.nlyte.com

Founded in 2004, Nlyte Software
is the leading data center infrastructure management (DCIM)
solution provider. Nlyte’s DCIM
solution is used by many of the
world’s largest, most sophisticated
data centers, and small and medium-sized organizations. Customers quickly deploy the Nlyte solution, reducing costs and increasing
efficiency across all data center
processes. Visit www.nlyte.com.

OneEvent Technologies,
Inc.

39525 MacKenzie Dr.
Novi, MN 48377
248-560-8488
www.mtuonsiteenergy.com

505 Springdale St.
Mount Horeb, WI 53572
317-379-8153
www.oneeventtech.com

Booth# 322

Standby, remote and mobile power units from MTU Onsite Energy
are the hidden heartbeat poised
to power today’s critical facilities.
MTU Onsite Energy is a leading
supplier of diesel- and gas-powered generator sets that provide
complete reliability year round.
Trusted by world-leading wireless
providers and data centers across
the globe, MTU Onsite Energy
delivers uninterrupted availability
and peace of mind.

Booth# 714

Modius, Inc. is the developer of
OpenData, an IoT platform that
provides Real-time Operational
Intelligence (RtOI) for the management and optimization of data
centers and other mission critical
facilities. The company’s mission
is to simplify the operations of the
increasingly diverse and complex
facilities and IT environment,
while markedly improving performance efficiencies. Founded in

Nlyte Software

MTU Onsite Energy

Modius

71 Stevenson St., Suite 400
San Francisco, CA 94105
415-655-6700
www.modius.com

configure, manufacture,support
and deliver data center cooling
projects across the globe.

Munters Corporation
Booth# 518

225 S. Magnolia Ave.
Buena Vista, VA 24416
540-291-1111
www.munters.com

Munters Business Area Data Centers is a world leader in energy
efficient cooling technologies for
data centers and critical facilities.
Our innovative solutions help you
achieve the perfect climate from
small scale modular through to
hyperscale facilities and our dedicated teams have the ability to

Booth# 612

Parallel Technologies
Booth# 816

7667 Equitable Drive, Suite 201
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
952-278-1337
www.ptnet.com

We are the only single source
solution provider who can deliver complete solutions for reliable
Data Centers and Intelligent Buildings. Our depth of understanding,
technical expertise and experience
in critical infrastructure gives us
the power to design solutions that
are smarter, more efficient and
cost effective. As a turnkey provider, we help establish and manage
expectations without costly change
orders and delays.

PDU Cables
Booth# 430

5401 Smetana Drive
Minnetonka, MN 55343
866-631-4238
www.pducables.com

PDU Cables is the leading supplier
of data center power distribution
cable assemblies in North America. PDU Cables offers hundreds of
options of UL Listed, HiPot tested
and custom labeled power cables
featuring colored conduit, col-
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ored boxes and faceplates, all in a
quick-turn fashion. Save time and
save money with prefabricated
power distribution cable assemblies from PDU Cables.

PermAlert
Booth# 619

6410 W. Howard St.
Niles, IL 60714
847-966-2190
www.permalert.com

PermAlert manufactures and supplies liquid leak detection/location
systems that help keep mission
critical facilities on line and in
production. The PAL-AT continuously monitors a coaxial cable
for faults (leaks, breaks, shorts)
using time domain reflectometry.
PALCOM software can monitor
numerous panels from a central
PC allowing for remote control,
history logging, troubleshooting
and graphic display of alarm locations.

Permatron Corporation
Booth# 514

2020 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
800-882-8012
www.permatron.com

Permatron’s PreVent® system combines superior air intake protection filters with simple magnetic
mounting to deliver a complete
custom—fit solution to stop airborne debris before it ever gets
inside HVAC louvers and vents.
No drilling. No tools. Powerful
magnetic mounting means filters
install quickly, with no equipment
shutdown. Provides years of improved system performance, savings on energy, maintenance and
cleaning costs.

PHS West, Inc.

We can change that by utilizing
our motorized server tugs!

Piller USA, Inc.
Booth# 930

45 W. Warren Drive
Middletown, NY 10941
800-597-6937
www.piller.com

As the Market leader in the area of
kinetic energy storage, Piller is the
world’s only original equipment
manufacturer of both rotary and
static battery free UPS technology. Along with a history of proven system control and monitoring expertise for integrated UPS
& Generator management, Piller
provides the most robust UPS systems available on a global basis.

Power Plus
Booth# 806

1210 N. Red Gum St.
Anaheim, CA 92806
800-863-2525
www.powerplus.com

Power Plus is a nationwide generator service and maintenance
company with design build capabilities for new installations along
with a substantial portable generator rental fleet.

Primex

Booth# 300

965 Wells St.
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
262-249-2339
www.primexinc.com

Web-based system will automatically monitoring activities, alert
you when conditions are out of
range, and provide documentation of conditions throughout every building, whether on a single
campus, in a satellite clinic or even
in another state.

Booth# 907

6704 Bleck Drive
Rockford, MN 55373
763-498-7576
www.phswest.com

Wi t h t h e E r g o - E x p r e s s ®
4000SXHD Motorized Server
Rack Tug from PHS West, Inc. the
data center server “rack and roll”
logistics environment is completely changing. In the past, manually
transporting a one ton data “rack
and roll” server rack was a dangerous, inefficient task typically requiring three or more employees.
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ProFM™ Credential
Program
Booth# 516

2975 Lone Oak Drive, Suite 180
Eagan, MN 55121
651-905-2639
www.profmi.org

Coming in 2018, ProFM is a training and credentialing program
designed to elevate and unite the

global FM profession. ProFM
delivers the leading edge knowledge, skills and competencies required of today’s facility managers. Become the future of FM with
ProFM. www.ProFMI.org

Purkay Laboratories
Booth# 618

202 Worcester St., Unit 5
North Grafton, MA 01536
774-261-4444
www.purkaylabs.com

Purkay Labs specializes in portable environmental monitors. Our
flagship product AUDIT-BUDDY™ is a revolutionary multi-level
temperature and humidity monitor that records real-time and long
term scans of data center conditions. Use this inexpensive tool to
pinpoint and diagnose airflow- issues without touching the server
or existing infrastructure. Make
data-driven decisions to control
energy costs and increase operational efficiency. Ideal for enterprise facilities, colocations, and
commissioning agents.

Quality Power Solutions
Booth# 919

5718 Manufacturers Drive
Madison, WI 53704
608-661-9910
www.qpsolutions.net

QPS is a premier service provider of mission critical emergency power systems nationwide.
Specializing in UPS, Generator,
Emergency Lighting as well as
design/build for data centers and
other mission critical applications.

RCOM/AMCO
Booth# 812

3650 Annapolis Lane North,
Suite 160
Minneapolis, MN 44557
763-557-2801
www.rcominc.com

AMCO Enclosures are manufactured in our Des Plaines, IL facility.
We start off with a complete product line of standard cabinet, rack
and containment solutions giving
our customers the platform to create the tailored solution for their
specific requirement. We are considered by many data center facility managers to offer the strongest
frame system in the industry.
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Sapling Company Inc.
Booth# 912

1633 Republic Road
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
215-322-6063
www.sapling-inc.com

For two decades, Sapling has been
a pioneer in providing state-of-theart synchronized clock systems.
Sapling clocks can be found in
schools, hospitals, manufacturing
plants, business complexes, transportation facilities, and many other
industries globally. Sapling features
a complete line of analog and digital
clock products for systems such as
wired, IP PoE, Wi-Fi and our patented Wireless Clock System.

Server Technology
Booth# 500

1040 Sandhill Rd.
Reno, NV 89521
775-284-2000
www.servertech.com

Server Technology’s experts produce the highest quality rackmount power distribution and
monitoring solutions that help
manage power capacity, reduce
downtime and improve energy efficiency. Our extensive selection of
PDUs is 100% performance tested
for reliability and accuracy and is
adaptable, enabling quick delivery
of solutions that meet customer-specific requirements.

Service Logic, LLC
Booth# 630

214 N. Tryon St., Suite 2425
Charlotte, NC 28202
980-859-3660
www.servicelogic.com

Service Logic is one of the largest
privately-held HVAC - Mechanical Services companies in the
US. Committed to long-term client relationships, we service over
90,000,000 square feet of commercial, industrial and institutional
real estate.
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Largest service provider for
UPS Systems & Generators in the nation
Our major customers include Microsoft, Nike, Sprint, Comcast,
CBRE, JLL, and Cushman & Wakefield
Differentiators
Nationwide Coverage
1-2 hours response time for emergencies in major cities
Over 1 million parts in the inventory

New Equipment Sales

Our Services
UPS System Maintenance • Generator Maintenance
Solar Energy Projects • New Equipment Sales
Pre-Owned Equipment Sales • Load Banking
Fuel Polishing • Power Quality Study
Corporate Head Quarters:
Phone: 952-233-2019 Toll Free: 888-937-0905 Fax: 888-394-8038 Email: sales@tristarups.com
6975 Washington Avenue South, Edina, MN 55439
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Siemon

quality - Reduces HAI exposure in
healthcare facilities

Booth# 719

101 Siemon Company Drive
Watertown, CT 06795
860-945-4200
www.siemon.com

Established in 1903, Siemon is an
industry leader specializing in the
design and manufacture of high
quality, high performance low voltage infrastructure solutions and
services for Data Centers, LANs
and Intelligent Buildings. Siemon’s
WheelHouse® Advanced Data Center Solutions include a full line of
cable and connectivity, cabinets, cable management, power and cooling, as well as comprehensive data
center design services.

Sika Sarnafil
Booth# 407

Starline

Booth# 712

168 Georgetown Road
Canonsburg, PA 15317
724-597-7800
www.starlinepower.com

Starline Track Busway is a revolutionary, overhead power distribution system that is available in various sizes from 40 to 1200 amps.
The system’s most unique feature
includes a continuous access slot,
meaning plug-in units can be connected at any location — all without shutting down the busway.
This flexibility makes it the ideal
solution for data centers and mission critical environments.

100 Dan Road
Canton, MA 02021
781-828-5400
http://usa.sarnafil.sika.com

Sika Corporation — Roofing has
over 50 years of experience delivering single-ply systems that offer
building owners sustainable solutions for roofing and waterproofing applications.

Simplex Inc.
Booth# 317

PO Box 7388
Springfield, IL 62791
217-483-1600
www.simplexdirect.com

Simplex designs and manufactures
electrical test systems and fuel
supply systems for standby power
generators. Simplex products can
be found in mission-critical environments such as hospitals, data
centers (Microsoft, Apple, Google,
Facebook) critical military facilities and generator manufacturing
factories. Our products include
load banks, load bank rental, fuel
filling ports, polishing systems,
storage tanks, and pump-sets.

Booth# 809

1572 Tilco Drive
Frederick , MD 21704
301-620-2033
http://stulz-usa.com

STULZ-USA is a manufacturer
of precision environmental control equipment for Data Centers
and mission critical applications. STULZ offers a full line of
CRACs, CRAHs, air handling
units (AHUs), ultrasonic humidifiers, and also engineers custom
solutions. STULZ proudly designs
and manufactures all products in
their ISO-9001 facility in Frederick MD, USA

Sunbelt Rentals
Booth# 607

States Manufacturing
Booth# 606

650 Ottawa Ave., N.
Minneapolis, MN 55422
763-588-7280
www.statesmfg.com

States Manufacturing Corporation
is an UL Listed production facility specializing in providing turn
key solutions in the power distribution sector. Our product lines
include paralleling switchgear, automatic transfer switches, remote
power panels, metering compartments, and industrial control panels for building automation. Our
team of engineers can help design,
and implement custom control,
relaying, and equipment retrofits
to modernize existing facilities.

Steril-Aire Inc.
Booth# 402

2840 N. Lima St.
Burbank, CA 91504
612-859-4242
www.steril-aire.com

Steril-Aire’s high output UVC for
HVAC™ systems use germicidal
ultraviolet (GUV) irradiation to
improve indoor air quality and
HVAC system efficiency. Proven
to lower HVAC energy consumption - Improves Indoor Air Quality
(IAQ) - Cuts maintenance costs Optimizes HVAC performance Extends food shelf life and product
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STULZ Air Technology
Systems

2341 Deerfield Drive
Fort Mill, SC 29715
800-667-9328
www.sunbeltrentals.com

Sunbelt Rentals solves your toughest equipment challenges with a
network of more than 650 locations nationwide including specialty divisions designed to serve
customer segments requiring a
high level of expertise. With a full
line of complementary cooling,
heating, dehumidification and
power generation solutions, we
have the right equipment for your
needs. Contact Sunbelt Rentals for
24/7 service and support.

Tate

Booth# 813

7510 Montevideo Road
Jessup, MD 20794
410-799-4728
www.tateinc.com

Tate, Inc., a Kingspan Group company, is a global provider of data
center construction solutions.
Our innovative products efficiently manage data center airflow to
maximize capacity and reduce
costs. Our wide range of products
include raised floors, directional
airflow panels, structural ceilings,
containment, cabinets, sensors and
controls that work together to maximize data center performance.
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TechnoGuard Inc.
Booth# 831

103-B Carpenter Drive
Sterling, VA 20164
703-444-5050
www.technoguardonline.com

A Leading data center services
organization specializing in containment solutions, specifically
BlueMamba™ expanding gap sealer. BlueMamba™ (patent pending) provides a quick, easy and
cost-effective solution to decrease
unwanted air circulation between
intakes and exhaust. BlueMamba™
helps to prevent exhaust air circulation, hotspots, wasted cooling
capacity and IT equipment shutdown. No containment should be
without BlueMamba™!

TileFlow

Booth# 830

3025 Harbor Lane N., Suite 300
Plymouth, MN 55447
763-231-1200
www.tileflow.com

TileFlow is a simulation software
product based on CFD technology. TileFlow enables you to optimize the cooling performance
of your Data Center, save energy,
and reduce operating cost. TileFlow can be used to identify the
causes of cooling problems and
rectify them, and to design cooling systems for new data centers.
TileFlow results have been validated for real-life data centers.

Total Filtration Services
Inc.
Booth# 318

2521 Commercial Drive
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
800-331-3118
www.tfsi1.com

Total Filtration Services is the
largest full-line distributor of filtration products and services in
North America. With over 65
technical sales employees and
more than 20 branch stocking locations, we are positioned to serve
the unique and critical needs of
customers across numerous markets in the most energy efficient
and cost-effective way possible.
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TRAX Industrial Products

Versico Roofing Systems

Ziegler Power Systems

P.O. Box 2089
Loomis, CA 95650
916-652-1080
www.traxindprod.com

P.O. Box 1289
Carlisle, PA 17013
800-992-7663
www.versico.com

901 West 94th St.
Minneapolis, MN 55420
952-885-8266
www.zieglercat.com

Booth# 507

TRAX Industrial Products is the
industry leading manufacturer of
environmental and contamination control barriers, industrial
curtains, and airflow management
solutions. Our Data Center Containment Solutions are specified
and deployed in data centers,
computer rooms, and critical facilities across the U.S. and abroad.
Contract TRAX for your hot and
cold aisle containment needs.

Trecan Snowmelters
Booth# 508

4049 St. Maragrets Bay Road
Hubley, NS B3Z1C3
902-401-9479
www.trecan.com

Save up to 30% off your snow
budget. Buy, rent or lease a Trecan
Snowmelter for your facility parking lots and parking decks. We
offer 10 different portable models
that use diesel or natural gas and
can melt between 15 and 350 tons
of snow per hour.

Tripp Lite
Booth# 415

1111 West 35th St.
Chicago, IL 60609
773-869-1111
www.tripplite.com

Tripp Lite, a leading manufacturer of products to power, protect,
manage, house, cool, connect
and mount electronic equipment.
With over 3,000 products Tripp
Lite provides the complete solution: UPS systems, PDUs, rack
enclosures, cooling, charging
stations, surge protectors, cables,
switches, and display mounts.
With over 95 years of quality
products and service, Tripp Lite is
a brand you can trust.
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Booth# 713

Tristar Power Solutions
Booth# 331

6975 Washington Ave., South
Edina, MN 55439
952-564-5052
www.tristarups.com

Tristar Power Solutions is the nation’s largest service provider for
UPS Systems & Generators. Our
strategically located field service engineers are able to respond to emergencies in less than 2 hours. Our
major customers include Microsoft,
Nike, Sprint, Comcast, CBRE, JLL,
Cushman & Wakefield.

Trystar

Booth# 601

2917 Industrial Drive
Faribault, MN 55021
507-333-3990
www.trystar.com

Trystar is the leading U.S. manufacturer of generator and loadbank
Docking Stations. Trystar’s expertise of portable, standby power
distribution and state of the art
manufacturing facilities allows us
to manufacture a complete range
of products engineered to meet the
most demanding project or facility
requirements. Trystar is dedicated to providing industry—leading
products while staying committed
to quality customer service.

Vaisala, Inc.
Booth# 307

10-D Gill St.
Woburn, MA 01801
781-537-1029
www.vaisala.com

Vaisala, the inventor of the first
solid-state RH sensor, continues to
innovate its technology and performance. The HUMICAP® RH
sensor offers high accuracy, with
excellent long-term stability. Vaisala’s humidity and temperature
instruments are used in critical
facilities to reduce the risk of out
of tolerance environmental conditions. Vaisala uses the HUMICAP® sensor in its extensive offering of measurement instruments.

As one of the largest single-ply
membrane roofing system providers in the world, Versico continues
to offer quality and expertise in the
commercial roofing marketplace.
For nearly 50 years, Versico has
provided the low-slope, commercial
roofing industry with the best customer service and most innovative,
energy-efficient roofing solutions
available. Versico’s product offering
includes EPDM, TPO and PVC
roofing membranes and accessories.

Vertiv - Electrical
Reliability Services
Booth# 313

530 Westar Blvd.
Westerville, OH 43082
614-841-6489
ers.vertivco.com

Vertiv’s Electrical Reliability Services delivers the most complete
solutions for electrical system reliability and safety including commissioning and startup services,
acceptance and maintenance
testing, project management, engineering studies, and electrical
and safety training. From testing
for problems that could disable
your system, to complete turnaround execution, we are your
single-source solution. For more
information, call 1-877-468-6384
or visit ers.VertivCo.com.

Booth# 416

Caterpillar and Ziegler Power
Systems provide generators, UPS,
switchgear, and rental solutions
(load banks, chillers, heaters, air
compressors) with industry-leading customer support. Cat® diesel
and gas electric power generation
systems are the standard of the mission critical industry, supporting
installations world-wide. Caterpillar and Ziegler also offer renewable
energy and microgrid solutions.
For services in Minnesota and
Iowa, 24/7, call 888.320.4292.

Zinwave

Booth# 917

2525 McKinnon St., Suite 200
Dallas, TX 75201
972-581-0733
www.zinwave.com

Zinwave is a leader in in-building
wireless solutions, with deployments around the world including
in many universities, municipalities and high profile public venues. Zinwave’s wideband technology supports any frequency
between 150 and 2700 MHz,
allowing its all-fiber systems to
deliver public safety, commercial
cellular, and Wi-Fi traffic over a
single converged system.

Zonit Structured
Solutions
WireCrafters
Booth# 501

6208 Strawberry Lane
Louisville, KY 40214
800-626-1816
www.wirecrafters.com

WireCrafters Style 840 Woven Wire
partition system can be used to
economically separate and secure
customer specific server or network
equipment. Our open but secure design allows free circulation of light,
HVAC, and fire suppression systems throughout the secured server
storage areas. Strong, durable, and
attractive server cages will impress
potential clients by showing your attention to quality and security.

Booth# 303

1790 30th St.
Boulder, CO 80301
720-266-0050
www.zonit.com

Zonit manufactures systems focused on Data Center power distribution redundancy, connection
security and efficient power distribution. Our goals are to help
Data Centers increase uptime,
reduce operational costs, improve
sustainability and eliminate pain
points associated with deployments of Data Center hardware.
Zonit, providing Infrastructure
solutions at the rack.
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ENTRANCE

EXPO HALL HOURS

KEY

Monday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:00 – 6:00 pm
Tuesday . . . . . . . . . . . 11:00 am – 2:00 pm
Wednesday . . . . . . . . 11:00 am – 2:00 pm

Critical
Roundtables

LUNCH SERVED

$500 DAILY CASH PRIZE DRAWING - BOOTH #306

Tuesday & Wednesday . 11:00 am – 1:30 pm

Tuesday & Wednesday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1:45 pm

In the expo hall

At the main stage
Sponsored by:

CRITICAL ROUNDTABLES

NETWORKING RECEPTION

Tuesday . . . . . . . . . . . 11:15 am – 1:35 pm
Wednesday . . . . . . . 12:15 pm – 12:35 pm

Monday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:00 – 6:00 pm
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Save the Date!

Nashville’s Music City Center | October 14-16, 2018

up against downtime

Learn More

criticalfacilities.com

Critical Facilities Summit Booth 815
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Ensure
Ensure facility
facility readiness
readiness before
before critical
critical equipment
equipment arrives.
arrives.
The ASCO advanced SIGMA control enables you to
daisy chain 14 load banks and operate them all with
a single, hand-held terminal. One operator controlling
multiple load banks increases overall test capacity and
efficiency... saving time and money.
ASCO Load Bank features:
• Full range of portable load banks - 100 thru 700 kW
• Lightweight portability - transports easily
• Simplicity - easy to operate and read graphic display
• Local load control - with station select switch
• Support and service - global availability
For more information please contact customercare@ascopower.com
om
loadbanks.ascopower.com • www.ascoapu.com • 800.800.ASCO
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